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about a day's march up the river from Rouen, in order to block
the way against a French invasion of Normandy. The per-
sonality of Richard was such that he rallied a number of the
Continental fiefs in his support—Toulouse, for instance, which,
really held of the King of France, was willing to help him. In
the year 1198 it still looked as though Richard might confirm
his inheritance, so well was he supported against Philip
Augustus. But in the March of the next year, while he was
besieging a castle in the Limoges district in order to defend a
claim for treasure, he was wounded by a blunt arrow shot from
the walls, and died on April 6, 1199.
JOHN (NICKNAMED SANSTERRE, OR LACKLAND)
The Loss of France. The reign of John is famous in
English history for two things—the sudden loss of the Angevin
possessions beyond the Channel, including even Normandy
itself (with the consequent throwing back of the English
monarchy, its interests and its activities, upon this island), and
the Rebellion of the Rich which led to the issue of the Great
Charter (Magna Carta).
But there was a third point in the reign, less generally famous
and yet of greater moment to the history of England. It was
under John that the new forms of taxation developed, and
thence the representative method which later produced Parlia-
ment began.
The loss of France came thus.
Philip Augustus, taking advantage of a quarrel between John
and certain feudal inferiors of his in the South, summoned John,
three years after his accession, to yield up the Continental fiefs—
Normandy, Anjou, Maine, and the rest—to young Arthur, the
son and heir of John's elder brother, the Duke of Brittany.
This was in March 1202. In the following August John
captured Arthur, after besieging the lad in Mirebeau Castle,
and subsequently Arthur disappeared. What made all the
difference was the Breton feeling, which was violently in favour
of the injured (and perhaps murdered) lad, and which spread to
the neighbouring districts. Certain of the Continental nobles,
notably the Lord of Alengon, in Normandy, began to join
Philip Augustus against John, and in the spring of 1203 the war
began. The great Pope Innocent III attempted to intervene and
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